
The player with the most stars at the end 
of  the game is the winner!
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Unfold the game board and place 
it in the center of  the play area.

Shuffle the Present cards 
and place one card face 
up on each Present space 
on the board.

Count out additional Present 
cards according to the number 
of  players, as shown to the right. Place 
them in a face-down stack on the 
Birthday Pal-alace space. Return any 
extra Present cards to the box—they 
won’t be used this game.

Each player chooses a Candle mover, 
inserts it into a base, and places it near 
the Start space. 

Give the spinner to the player whose 
birthday is next. They take the first turn!
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Contents: 6 Candle Movers with Bases, 
48 Present Cards, Spinner,  
Game Board, Instructions

Ages 3+ • 2-6 Players • 20 Minutes 
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What’s  a food you’d be served at your birthday feast?

When there are no more Present cards on the Birthday 
Pal-alace, it’s a race to see who can get to the Pal-alace 
first! Keep playing, but players may now move along 
the blue paths to reach the Birthday Pal-alace. You can 
still collect Presents along the way. 

As soon as a player stops on the Birthday Pal-alace, 
the game is over and they get 3 extra stars for reaching 
the Pal-alace first!

All players count up the stars on their Presents  
(plus 3 extra for the player who reached the Birthday 
Pal-alace) and the player with the most stars wins! If  
it’s a tie, the tied player with the most Presents wins!

This rule is optional. If  you collect the same Present 
image in at least three different colors by the end of  
the game, you get 3 extra stars.

Move your Candle 
to any face-up 
Present on the 
board and collect 
that Present.

Collect one Present 
from the top of 
the Birthday 
Pal-alace stack.

Collect one face-up 
Present from the 
board that matches 
one of the two 
colors shown. If 

there are no matching face-
up Presents on the board, 
don’t collect anything.

On Your Turn Actions
Special

Rainbow Bonus

Ending the Game
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Spin the spinner. 

Move your Candle up to the number of  spaces 
you spun. You may move along any of  the 
yellow paths, but you cannot stop on the same 
space you started on and you cannot share the 
same space with another Candle.

If  you stop on a Present, collect that Present. If  
you stop on an action space, do the special action. 
(See Special Actions to the right.)

Keep all your Presents face up in front of  you.  
If  a Present you collect shows a question, share 
your answer with the other players. Your answer is 
special and it’s what makes you YOU!

If  there is an empty Present space without a Candle 
on it, refill it: Draw a Present card from the Birthday 
Pal-alace stack and place it face up on the empty space. 

Now it’s the next player’s turn.
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